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A recent roundtable with four senior market leaders revealed challenges and questions around how to

encourage developers to embrace discovery, how to close the gap between Architects and

Developers, how best to monitor Cloud networks, and the importance and structure of Chaos Days. 

 The following whitepaper takes the topics discussed in the exclusive session and outlines the opinions

drawn and some wider research around best practices. 

For more information on any of the topics discussed, or to enquire about getting involved in future

roundtables, podcasts, or content features, please contact Ollie Wildman at Maxwell Bond via email

at, ollie.wildman@maxwellbond.co.uk or visit our website to find our more.

Embracing Discovery

Most businesses are adopting an agile approach to development and delivery. However, some

leaders are experiencing a challenge with getting their teams to really embrace the discovery aspect

of software development. They are finding that a lot of developers are stuck in the mindset that they

must deliver a perfect product first time, which is simply not the case. This is counter-productive and

slows down delivery whilst often encouraging over-engineering. 

Developers often discover ideas and solutions on route to the final product, and it’s important for them

to embrace this discovery aspect of delivery. It’s impossible to deliver a perfect product straight away

because data and feedback is so limited, but this can be a difficult attitude and mindset to break.  

Adopting a collaborative approach with development teams that have embraced discovery can have

a profound impact on teams who haven’t done so yet, and really emphasising the benefits and

importance of CI/CD to drive fast and effective delivery is fundamental. Leaders should make this

clear and also create a culture of psychological safety were failure, mistakes, and missed opportunities

are framed as learning points, rather than a reason for punishment. This will remove the fear of CI/CD

experienced by many software developers, and will help move them towards a more agile, user

focused delivery process. 

Embracing Discovery and Chaos in Development
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Closing the Gap Between Architects

and Developers

Naturally, Architects and Agile Developers have different methods for delivery. Architects come from a

place of needing to know as much as possible about the project, whereas agile developers are taking

small steps at a time and learning about the project as they conduct it. They approach delivery with a

mindset of “fail quickly, learn quickly”. So how can the two work together?

  

This conflict in approach can be mediated by bringing the teams closer together, and getting

Architects involved in early-stage development meetings so that they can guide development

decisions. This should help balance out the minimum information requirement for the Architects with

the need for agility and flexibility for CI/CD as the project is running for developers. 

Many believe that architecture needs to be finalised up front, so all the developers know what

boundaries they have got whilst working within the agile DevOps framework. However, it’s not

completely unheard of to leave finalising architectural decisions until the very last stage, to some

degree of success. This means Architects have all the information they need to make decisions. This is a

less popular method of alleviating this issue but has been done successfully on some smaller projects. 

Monitoring Cloud

In businesses that are implementing new features such as microservices, cloud technology, and

serverless technology, it can quickly become very difficult to monitor all those different parts. Whilst

there are tools out there that can do this, they tend to be expensive, but without them, it can be near-

impossible to accurately monitor all your assets.

One popular tool is Datadog, a monitoring service for cloud scale applications, which monitors cloud

infrastructure through a SaaS based data analytics platform. A powerful tool complete product.

Adoption of it is quite challenging – a lot of complexity in terms of implementing things and

understanding all the parts. Introducing that is introducing complexity. But once understood it can be

great. Native solutions work really well too. Choice of tool is really important, and to make sure you are

choosing the correct tool, you should carefully consider the extent of a tools infrastructure monitoring,

network monitoring, cloud monitoring, containers monitoring, application performance monitoring, the

deployment model and price, alerting, dashboards, customisability, analytics, and ticketing and

incident remediation.

Essentially the right tool for one business won’t be the best tool for another. This will vary massively

from one business to the next, depending on size, need, and resources. 

You can find out more about Cloud Monitoring in Azure and AWS here.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ob3wGOxLkvw
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Utilising Chaos Days

You can up-skill your team on building software with failure in mind, building that mindset of “fail

fast, learn fast”

Gain a deeper understanding of your current system weaknesses – chaos days don’t create

problems, they just reveal them

Reduce the severity and frequency of incidents and therefore prevent loss caused by outages

 Chaos Days are Incident Days where you break things on purpose and go through the process. get the

team together to learn the end-to-end process. exercise ability to see how good your observability is.

Then close with a retro to see what went well and what needs improvement. 

What are the benefits of a Chaos Day?

Tips for Planning and Conducting Chaos Days

Make sure you know your team before planning and hosting a chaos day, what are their specialisms

and where are their gaps. You need to tailor the problems you will present to challenge your team

without defeating them. Remember that you’re aim is to find areas for improvement, not to demoralise

your teams. It’s important to start with simple problems and then increase the difficulty as you progress

throughout the day.

Be careful with environments and data and make sure you make backups that you can quickly restore

from. With chaos days you might break things you didn’t want to, and it’s important to be able to

quickly and easily recover information that may be accidentally lost.

Timing is also key. Limit breakages to 30-45 minutes each to maintain focus and take regular breaks

every couple of problems to make sure energy levels are kept high. 
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